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Document and Content Management In The Cloud

Manage Your Documents In The Cloud
KwikTag document and content management in the cloud 
is flexible and powerful enough to manage any document-
burdened process. It eliminates the out-of-control flood of 
email, paper, and electronic documents. KwikTag makes it easy 
to scan, upload, or drag-and-drop documents into a central 
repository-- and it’s easier than ever for you!

Cloud-based document management means that your platform 
will be hosted, deployed, and managed by KwikTag. All of your 
data and documents will now be hosted and stored in the cloud, 
rather than in an on-site server that you maintain.

KwikTag document management in the cloud is now available 
for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central, Dynamics 365
Finance, and Dynamics GP. It can also be implemented as a 
standalone solution.

enChoice

Save the time and money spent managing 
your in-house servers and hardware

Better Use of Resources

Support and encourage business growth 
without costly changes to IT infrastructure

Scalability and Flexibility
Gain peace of mind knowing business data 
is stored off-site, in secure data centers

Data Backup

Allow IT staff to focus on high-priority work 
items instead of maintenance tasks

No More Hassle

How KwikTag Works
KwikTag Cloud connects directly to your Dynamics
ERP system to capture and retrieve documents and their 
transaction data. It is the only document management system that 
intelligently relates all documents in your process for complete, 
end-to-end visibility. The KwikTag platform supports any file type, 
such as PDF, Word, Excel, etc. KwikTag Cloud makes it easier than 
ever to access documents from anywhere, at any time.

KwikTag
Cloud
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KwikTag Document and Content Management

KwikTag Cloud Screenshots

Key Features of KwikTag Cloud

KwikTag Cloud Integrations

Collaboration
Information will now be 

accessible from anywhere, 
making it easier than ever to 

share information in real-time 
and allowing for increased team 

collaboration and efficiency.

Dynamics 365
Business Central

KwikTag is directly integrated
with more than 80 Dynamics 365
Business Central pages, allowing 
easy access to documents. Users 

do not have to leave the system to 
search or store related content.

Speed of Access
Powerful ability to search, 

retrieve, and share documents 
in or out of KwikTag, based on 
search criteria, to simplify the 
hunt for document content or 

transaction field data.

Dynamics 365
Finance

KwikTag is seamlessly integrated
into more than 60 Dynamics

365 Finance pages, giving users 
unparalleled ability to attach, or 

“tag”, and view documents directly 
from within Dynamics 365. 

Modern Management
Central, secure document 
and content system with 

infrastructure and environment 
kept up to date with the latest 
software, features, and optimal 

user experience.

Dynamics
GP

KwikTag for GP is the only 
document management system 

that is directly integrated to more 
than 75 GP screens. Capture any 

document and find or share it
from within GP or in KwikTag.

Dynamics
GP


